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Dialogue on Hope. 
 
Question #1 
 
- The gospel on this first Sunday of Advent, is so gloomy. And that first reading on rain, really 
strikes a chord. How do you understand hope in this dark time of year?  
 
The gospel has a certain apocalyptic air about it, doesn’t it? 
 
But there is something about apocalyptic that we need to remember if it is a truly Christian 
take on apocalyptic, a take on the end times, on what may happen after this moment… 
 

A truly Christian eschatology is always hopeful and hope is more than reality denied or 
ignored… 

Speaking of hope Jürgen Moltmann says,  

‘In its eyes the world is full of all kinds of possibilities, namely all the possibilities of the God of 
hope.’ 

However, we need to remember that… 

When the dynamic of hope dissolves and disappears… 

When the fluidity of faith freezes, it seems that the possibilities of revelation are locked into 
the basest of human responses – judgement, violence, the distrust of difference… 

When the flexibility of response stiffens, it seems that we are channelled into an ever more 
dangerous condition where apocalyptic vision becomes an abomination to life, an 
abomination embraced as salvation by those who are breathing but a little and calling it a 
life, if I may quote the poet May Oliver… 

When the possibilities of creative chaos diminish, its remnants harden into certainties of 
violence, into the closed loop of destructive excess… 

Here eschatology collapses into a totalizing apocalypse in which none survive unscathed… 

If Luke is gloomy, it is a gloom tinged, lured by hope… 
 
Such hope is often ‘small’ – sometimes tenuous – often fragile…  

It is a shoot…a branch…a fig leaf budding…a pregnant woman…a child born… 

It’s a small matter, which curiously – matters… 

In fact, it turns out that all that matters is – matter… 
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I am just back from a retreat at Rivendell Retreat Centre on Bowen Island – It seemed that I 
went there to weather the latest storm – I left in the sunshine and returned in the sunshine on 
Friday.  

I was there grieving – one of my closest friends is dying from brain cancer. It is so hard to watch. 
I was feeling quite numb when I got there. And while I was there in silence, I thawed out. Not 
sure which was better… But I had a chance to cry. And as I cried, I had a chance to cry out to 
God. The God of my understanding. I went for a rainy walk on Thursday. And found myself 
simply leaning against a tree. And then quite ridiculously having a conversation with the trees.  

I thanked the trees for their endurance, for their roots, for their branches that remain opened 
up toward the heavens. For keeping on, keeping on. And as I talked to the trees, and cried. 
Something in me lifted and I was buoyed by a sense of mystery holding me up. Hope filled me. 

And I walked back to Rivendell somehow different. 

Question #2 
 
- We live with so much tension and chaos around us right now. Is there any way we can 
navigate this without becoming overly pessimistic or worse overly optimistic?   
 
Hope must transform into ‘mission’ – mission open-ended, not closed, not programmatic; it 
must consider how one lives in a changed circumstance, perhaps how one lives in an alien 
land, how one lives in exile… 

And notice I did not say how one lives in church but how one lives anywhere, everywhere, 
which means mission is not really an ecclesial term but a life vow ever adapting… 

To live hope is to maintain your identity as time stretches, as circumstance shifts… 

To live hope is to refuse to betray your calling, who you are and the possibilities of impossible 
becoming… 

To live hope is to live differently while surrounded by diffidence, to live differently despite 
disinterest or dismissal… 

To live hope is to shoulder the mission, the practices, the rhythms and the rituals of difference 
when surrounded by convention… 

This is where I relish the writing of Rebecca Solnit - Hope locates itself in the premises that we 
don’t know what will happen and that in the spaciousness of uncertainty is room to act. 
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Question #3 
 
- I find the start of Advent each year a helpful reminder that I can live into each moment and 
begin again and again and again. How can this idea transform the way we live and interact from 
day to day?  
 
We are always haunted or lured by something stirring perhaps astir within the name of god 
which may also be the name of justice or compassion or generosity or forgiveness or 
reconciliation – we are stirred by a promise calling, something not yet here but calling us… 
 
We are called by the work of promise, of making real, what Mother Teresa and my wife say is 
the work of doing small things with great love and I have faith that there are innumerable 
opportunities stirring within each day if you have eyes to see and ears to hear… 
 
 
Yes it is usually the small things… 

Wisdom from cartoonist and robotics engineer Randall Munroe: “Take wrong turns. Talk to 
strangers. Open unmarked doors… There are so many adventures that you miss because you’re 
waiting to think of a plan. To find them, look for tiny interesting choices…”  

 
Question #4 
 
- It is uncomfortable to live with so much unknown and insecurity. How do you live with 
discomfort?  
 
Do we have a choice but to live with uncertainty and the unknowns of life? If you think about 
it uncertainty and the unknown does not elicit insecurity – it is the desire for, the belief in 
control which both births and simultaneously masks insecurity.  

I don’t like discomfort; I am unsettled by fear but the way to live is not to deny, not to repress 
but to seek companionship, bread for a journey shared and the journey is shared – risk 
sharing the journey, risk the vulnerability of honesty, honest, respectful conversation… 

The message of advent is about truth telling while waiting in the dark… 

Truth to tell, advent is about a level of honesty that some may find troublesome… 

Honesty has a habit of bringing into the light that which is attracted to and nourished by dark 
corners… 

So, with the way of peace looming, with an incarnational lure haunting, perhaps we can risk 
the honesty of truth telling… 
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For unto us a hope is born, a hope for life calls… 

I am mindful here how contemplative practice helps me.  Specifically the welcoming practice:  

Creator of the welcoming practice Mary Mrozowski writes:  

I am where I need to be. Everything around me includes and hides the sacred. 

- We Sink into the given moment – instead of trying to escape from it 
- We welcome the emotion, the experience in my body,  
- And we let go the addictive desire to always be  control, for constant affirmation and an 

ongoing  sense of security.  

 

 

 


